[Induction of gene mutations and the lethal action of ultraviolet rays in synchronized Chinese hamster cells].
Lethal and mutagenic effects of UV light were studied in two synchronized UV-sensitive Chinese hamster cell clones differing in the degree of sensitivity (CHS1, CHS2). It is shown that the phase of mitosis is most resistant to the lethal effect of UV. The sensitivity of both cell clones increases in the pre-synthetic phase and reaches its maximum during the phase of DNA synthesis. Positive correlation of cell sensitivity to mutagenic and lethal action of UV was observed when studying induced mutability in both cell clones during the phase of DNA synthesis. However, the study of the mutagenic effect of UV on different phases of the synthesis. However, the study of the mutagenic effect of UV on different phases of the cell cycle (M, G1, S) in the less UV-sensitive cell clone has revealed that the maximal mutation yield takes place when cells are irradiated at G1 (CHS1). The discrepancy observed may be due to different probability of the phenotypic detection of pre-mutational lesions, arising at different phases of the cell cycle. It is shown that only one cell generation is necessary for the expression of pre-mutational changes. These data allow to conclude that the increased mutation rate observed at G1 (as compared with S) reveals rather a probability of the expression but not of the occurrence of pre-mutational lesions. It is suggested that the fixation of mutations in the cells studied proceeds during the post-replication repair synthesis.